
My Journey to Ordos… 

When I landed in Ordos City, I had no idea how amazing my next four days would be like. Each moment 

of my stay was filled with learning experiences. I was mesmerised with the beauty of the city. I was 

awestruck when I reached The Ordos International Convention Centre to witness my first UNCCD COP13 

Youth Forum. We had a much diversified eclectic group of Youth Representatives from around the world 

to share our experiences in achieving Sustainable Land Management Practices/systems/methods. I 

couldn’t ask for a better platform to start a prestigious event.  

 

                           Ordos Museum                                                                           Festival of Lights    

The Youth Forum was inaugurated with the opening speeches by her Excellency Ms. Monique Barbut 

and Guests from Chinese Forestry Academy/Ministry reiterating the significance and need of involving 

youth in achieving Sustainable Land Management  and Land Degradation Neutrality. The world never 

ever in the past had the advantage of having highest count of youth population. The presentations from 

my fellow youth representatives have boosted up my confidence to the next level by observing the 

success stories from around the globe and the work youth is doing is impeccable.  

In my view the activities like group discussion followed up with Q&A session should be allotted more 

time to brainstorm the opportunities and threats to arrive at best practices which could be replicated in 

other regions/annexes vis-à-vis Land Degradation.  Having 22 youth from foreign land and around 40 

youth from China happen seldom. I propose at least two day activities for the youth with one whole day 

of workshop to bring out the best from us. We concluded the youth forum with a declaration commonly 

agreed by all.  

 

Thanks to UNCCD, on the second day I had an opportunity to experience International Advocacy voicing 

the commitments of around 500 CSOs from around the globe and the efforts they are putting in to 

achieving the objectives of UNCCD. The Open Dialogue Session, Panel Discussions, Round Table 

Meetings and other activities CSO Panel Representatives were executing have opened many windows 

for me to better understand advocacy role played by CSOs at an International Platform. This is the kind 

of exposure youth require. 



 

                A view of Meeting Hall                             Our CSO Panel Chief with Asia region delegation 

 

On the Sunday and last day (10th) of the forum, I was exposed to The Kubuqi Desert located around 150 

kms to the north of Ordos. I was amazed to see efforts put up by People’s Republic of China in 

combating desertification and creating livelihoods to the  people in Inner Mongolia Region. 

 

   

Combating Desertification Mechanisms used in Kubuqi Desert 

By Hosting a Successful First UNCCD Youth Forum, China has proved it is possible despite language being 

a major hurdle; China has hosted this International Event without any inconvenience/with state of art/in 

professional fashion to the Delegates from Parties, Youth Representatives; I really appreciate the work 

of government of China and a special mention about the volunteers is inevitable.  

I would like to end my story about my experience of the Youth Forum by Thanking the UNCCD and 

Chinese Government for hosting us and as an Alumni, it’s my duty to be at the disposal of UNCCD to 

share my learning’s and experience for future efforts of The Convention.  

Rakesh Levaka 

Volunteer, Grameena Vikas Samithi (GVS) 

Tirupati City, India 


